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About the artist

During his career, Mario Bruneau's interests spanned several musical styles, including jazz and blues. He
lived mostly in Montreal (Quebec, Canada) where he has been very active in the musical field. As a
composer, arranger, accompanist, pianist, accordionist, he had the opportunity to work with several high
profile artists, from Plume to Diane Dufresne (recording) and he appeared on the major venues, such as the
Club Soda, the Spectrum, several Maisons de la Culture and the Studio Theater of la Place des Arts.
Parisian musette accordion specialist, he is regularly programmed in special events, restaurants and private
venues in solo or in duo with Hélène Cardinal, one of the best Edith Piaf's interpreter. Together, they where
the musicians of le Bateau-Mouche in old port of Montreal from 1997 till 2004. Today their duo name is Le
P'tit Musette.
As a composer, he wrote music for TV5, CKMF radio, theaters, ONF and films. Fluent with technologies, he
started composing with... (more online)
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Instrumentation: Lead sheet (with lyrics)
Style: Romantic
Comment: Initially composed for an accordion trio, this song fit as

well to the percussive quality of the piano as to the
angel?s voices comming out from your accordions.
This is the first track of my original accordion
compositions CD "Un Soufflet au Coeur" and the
second track of my original piano compositions "je
thème"
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